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This paper is devoted to prove the existence and uniqueness of the solution for 
the three-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations when the initial data is a linear 
combination of filament measures. Integral techniques, which take advantage of the 
partial regularity of the filaments, allow one to obtain the a priori estimates 
required for the analysis. 0 1988 Academic Press, Inc. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Let us consider the Navier-Stokes equations in R3 written in vor- 
ticity velocity formulation: 
ao/at+(u~v)o-(o~v)u-vLlw=O (1.1) 
W( .,O)=w, (1.2) 
rot 24 = w  (1.3) 
div u = 0 (I.41 
lul+O as 1x1 +cO. (1.5) 
When the initial data are sufficiently smooth the existence and uni- 
queness theory of the Cauchy problem in two and three dimensions is well 
developed as can be found in [2] or [S]. 
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Recently Benfatto et al. Cl] have established the existence and uni- 
queness of solutions in two dimensions when the initial vorticity is a com- 
bination of Dirac measures with a suficiently small total mass. The result 
was extended by Cottet [3] to the case of initial conditions that are any 
bounded measure, without restriction on size. 
When looking for possible extensions of these results to the three-dimen- 
sional case, it rapidly becomes clear that, due to the stretching term, to 
control the L’-norm of the vorticity, which is the main argument in the 
two-dimensional analysis, would require more regularity. 
The intent of this paper is to prove that filament measures fulfill this 
smoothness requirement and, indeed, induce unique weak solutions of the 
Navier-Stokes equations for sufficiently small initial data. A filament 
measure, which is defined precisely in Section II, is a vector valued measure 
whose support is a smooth one-dimensional curve and which is everywhere 
tangent to this curve. In fact, it follows from the proof given here that we 
are able to deal with more general measures with support on one-dimen- 
sional curves. But since the case of initial vorticity concentrated on a collec- 
tion of vortex lines is particularly relevant in physics, we restrict ourselves 
to this case. Furthermore, this problem is closely related to the numerical 
approximation of continuous flows by the Vortex Filament Method which 
was recently analyzed by Soler [4]. 
A few comments on the techniques employed here are in order. The first 
task is to introduce a functional analytic background which will allow us to 
take advantage of the partial regularity of the filament measures. This is 
done in Section II. The next crucial point is to derive a priori estimates for 
the solutions of regularized Navier-Stokes equations obtained by regulariz- 
ing the initial data and by introducing a retardation in the nonlinear terms 
of the equation in order to avoid explosion of smooth solutions. This goal 
is attained in Sections III and IV by integal equation techniques. The 
obtained a priori estimates are essentially an L” estimate in the velocity. 
Then, in Section V, we pass to the limit. Finally uniqueness is proved in 
Section VI. The implication of the techniques introduced in this paper for 
the simpler problem of the vortex sheet is also discussed. 
Let us now compare the above techniques with the one used in Cl, 33. 
The variational techniques used in [3] do not work in the present situation 
because they do not take advantage of the one-dimensional smoothness of 
filament measures. As regards the integral techniques developed in Cl], we 
note that they mainly depend on certain cancellations resulting from the 
special geometry of the initial data. Except in the case of straight filaments 
it seems very difficult (and perhaps impossible) to extend the argument to 
three dimensions. 
Finally observe that unlike in the two-dimensional case the limitation on 
the size of the initial data is natural in the framework of the three-dimen- 
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sional Navier-Stokes equations. More precisely, the existence of solutions 
with bounded velocity for all strictly positive times could hardly be proved 
for any initial conditions since even in the case of smooth data it is well 
known that a restriction on the size of the initial data is necessary to prove 
the existence of smooth solutions for all times. 
II. NOTATIONS AND STATEMENT OF THE THEOREM 
Let Z be an interval of R. Denote by F a C’ oriented curve in R3 
parametrized by 
Y: r E I-+ Y(5) = (YW, r2(5), r3(W E R3, 
and by a = a(y(t)) a scalar function defined on F. 
We consider the vector-valued measure apF defined by 
for any continuous function cp = (cp’, q?, (p3). Such a measure will be called 
a filament measure located on F with strength a. From now on we will 
assume that a belongs to L”(R3). 
We want to focus our attention to the case when o,, is a bounded 
measure which is a finite combination of such measures, namely 




where A is a finite set of indexes. Furthermore, to give sense to (1.3~(1.5) 
we supplement (2.1) with the condition 
div o. = 0. (2.3) 
In order to fully take advantage of the smoothness of each Fj in the 
direction to the F,, we shall assume that the filaments Fj, j E A, fulfill the 
following requirement, referred to as (D) in the sequel. 
there exists a C’ diffeomorphism D which together with D- ’ 
has bounded derivatives on R3 and such that the images by D 
of the curves i$ = ( Tj = (uj, bj, 0, 5 E I) are the filament Fi for 
each je A. P) 
Let us point out that the hypotheses concerning the boundness of the 
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derivatives of D and D-’ can obviously be omitted when we assume that 
o,, has compact support. 
Notice that if [J,D] denotes the Jacobian matrix of D in x, the direc- 
tion of the filament Fj is then locally given by [J,D][O, 0, 1] ‘. 
Next we introduce the following spaces associated with the geometry 
defined by the filaments 
and 
?‘= (f;fo D E P), 
provided with the following norms 
II f II v = II f 0 D II P. 
Finally, we denote by n(wO) the maximum between the real numbers 
Cj II aj II Ly4) and xi j4 1 aj) dFj. 
Let us state our result. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let w0 satisfying (2.2)-(2.3). Assume that the filament 
Fj, jE A, fulfills the condition (D). Then there exist two positive constants co 
and c1 such that if rr(wo)/v < co the system (1.1~(1.5) has a unique weak 
global solution satisfying 
II 4 -9 t)ll L=‘(@) 6 Cl n(o,)(vt)- 1’2, VtE [O, m[, 
111.T~~ REGULARIZED PROBLEM AND PRELIMINARY ESTIMATES 
To begin with let us rewrite the solution of (1.3~( 1.5) in a classical 
integral way according to the Biot-Savart law. 
Denote by K the matrix-valued kernel such that 
w.Y=@$xY, 2, yER3. 
Then, it is a classical matter to check that (1.3~(1.5) can be equivalently 
written as 
u=K*w. (3.1) 
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Next, we consider two C” positive functions p(t) and I&) such that 
0) ti(IxI)=$( ), x is a nonincreasing function of 1 x 1, 
(ii) lpdt=l and j$dx=l, 
(iii) p(t)=0 if t<l or t>2. 
Given e>O, we set p,(t)=&-‘~(t/s), $E(~)=~-3$(~/~), and 
o; = o0 * $,, where * denotes the convolution of measures in R3. 
Observe that o; E lP’*l( R3) n W”* “(IX’) and div 06 = 0. 
Now, given a functionf defined on R3 x R, , we introduce a time retar- 
ded mollification off, denoted M”(j), defined by 
M”(f)=S,:m p,(t - ~)fb, T) dz. (3.2) 
Given any normed space X, we observe that, by definition of M”(f), we 
obtain 
~“uxx, t) = 0, if t < 2s, 
II WS)( .9 t)ll x G r-2~;~,--C IIf(*, ~)llx (3.3) 
2& < 7 
G,,F<, IIf(*, ~)llx* . . 
Finally we consider then problem 
w/at + Al&( (d * V) uf-(OE.V)Ue))-vLIO==O (3.4) 
oY(.,O)=0~ (3.5) 
UE = K * 0.f. (3.6) 
PROPOSITION 3.1. The problem (3.4~(3.6) admits a unique classical 
solution. This solution is C” and satisfies div me = 0. 
Proof. It is readily seen that, due to (3.2), the above problem reduces to 
a linear problem on each time interval [ks, (k + 1) E], k~ RzI, and thus is 
well posed on any time interval [0, T]. Moreover, since wg is smooth, then 
cY and ue are C”. 
Let us now check that if or, (and thus 0;) is divergence free, oa( ., t) 
remains so. 
First we observe that by easy calculations we have 
div( ( uE . V) cY - (o’ . V) u&) = ( ue . V) div o&. 
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Starting from (3.4) we find that div O’ is a solution to the following 
equations 
8(divoe)/i3t+M”((u”.V)div(o”))-vd(divw”)=O 
div me(., O)=O. 
We now proceed by induction on k to show that div O& = 0 on each time 
interval [kq (k + 1) E]. By virtue of (3.3) div W’ satisfies for t < 2s 
8(div CD’)/& - vd(div o’) = 0 
div CD’ = 0. 
This implies that div w’( a, t) = 0 when t < 2.5. 
If we assume that div CD&(., t) =0 for t < k&, then M”((u” .V) 
div(o”)( ., t)) = 0 for all t E [kg, (k + 1) E]. Hence div O& is a solution of 
8(div co”)/& - vd(div 0’) = 0, kc<t<(k+l)c 
div(w”( ., k.z) = 0. 
This ensures that div(&( ., t) = 0 for t E [kc, (k + 1) E] and ends the proof 
of the proposition. 1 
The Proposition 3.1 is of some importance because it will allow us to 
rewrite the nonlinear terms in a conservative form. Moreover since div 
O& = 0, the solution of (3.6) satisfies W& = rot ~8. Let us observe also that Me 
commutes with the convolution and the differentiation with respect to the 




where (f@gh,j = fi gj* 
In order to get estimates for the solution of (3.4)-(3.6) we shall exten- 
sively use the integral form of the solution of the Heat equation. We recall 
that the solution of 
au/at - vet = g, XER3, t>o, 
v(*,o)=v~ 
is explicitly given by 
v(*, t)=r(‘, t)*vo+J;r(., t-s)*g(.,s)ds, (3.8) 
505Jl4/2-S 
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T(x, t) being the kernel of the Heat equations 
f(x, t) = (4n~t)-~‘* exp( - )x 1*/4vt). 
The following lemma, which will be of constant use in the sequel, 
establishes some stability results concerning the kernels K and f with 
respect to the space V and L”(R3). From now on, unless otherwise 
specified, c will denote constants which do not depend on wO, v, t, or E. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let fE L’(R3)n L”(R3). The following assertions are 
verified: 
(i) The following estimate holds for all t > 0, 
Il(lKl * If I)(., t)ll Lm(WJ)Gc IIf(-5 t,llY’ IIf(*, W&3). P-9) 
(ii) There exist constants c such that for all t > 0, we have 
1IV~C.Y t) *f II “G 4w1’* II f II v- (3.10) 
IIvr(., 0 *f IILP@) 6 Cw(2-3p)‘2p (II f II vf II f IILW)), 
l<p<+co, (3.11) 
IIV2W, 1) *f II L”(W))< c(vt)-' I) f llLm(W3)* (3.12) 
Proof We first focus on the first assertion. To begin with let us 
consider the case when D is the identity and prove that 
II IKI *f II L=qW’) G c II f II&q II f II %‘* (3.13) 
Let x E R3 and 6 > 0. Denote by C6 the cylinder parallel to the x3 axis 
with center x and C, = lR3 - C,. We can write 
<H,+H,. 
We rewrite H, by using the cylindrical coordinates and we find 
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Next, since for y E C6 we have 1 x - y I 2 > a2 + 1 xj - y3 1 2, we obtain 
s dy, H2Gc h2+ 1x3-y312 s lf(~17~29~3)l 4,dyz 
<C 
s j lf(~~~y~~~dl 4MY2 
Setting now 6 = II S 11 i$$) II f II r2 gives the desired estimate (3.13). 
In the general case of filaments which fulfill the assumption (D) we can 
write 
(IW * Ifl)W~~lf(~)I 4. 
Setting Dz = y, we get 
(lKl * lfl)(X)=j IX-;z12 If( dz, 
but, since the derivatives of D are bounded, we get 
Ix-DzI >q, ID-‘x-z1 
and thus 
(3.14) 
(lel * lfl)(x)Sc~ lD~I~-z12 I(foD)(z)l dz. 
By the above proof this implies that (I I KJ *f IILrncR3) < c II fo D )I~$&) 
(I f 0 D )I v2, and hence 
II IKI *f II Ly FP) G c II f II Y&3) II f II V’. (3.15) 
Concerning the third assertion, we first assume as above that D is the 
identity. In this case (3.10) and (3.12) are an immediate consequence of the 
following bound with m = 0 and p = 1: 
II r( -3 ~111 ~,p(Rl)~C(V?)-[3(p--)‘2~‘--m’2. (3.16) 
In the general case we argue as for the derivation of (3.9). We first write 
Ivf*f W)scj IVWx-Dy)f(Dy)l dy. 
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In addition, we observe that since the derivates of D-’ are bounded, there 
exists one constant E, such that 
IDX-Dyl GE0 Ix-yl, (3.17) 
thus combining (3.16) and (3.17) we get 
IVT(Dx--Dy, t)l <c(v~)-~‘* Ix-y1 exp(-2, Ix--yl’/vt), 
which brings us back to the case D = identity and yields 
II(vr*f)(., ~bDlIvWW”* IIf~DIIv~ 
This is precisely (3.10). 
By similar arguments we obtain 
IIVT*f II Lm($) d 4Vf)F3’* II f II v 
whereas (3.16) with m= 1, p= 1 gives 
II Vf *f II L’(Rq G 4w1’* llfllL’(RJ). 
Hence, interpolating between the two above estimates yields (3.11). 
Finally (3.12) follows immediately from (3.16) with m = 2 and p = 1. 
1V.A PRIORI ESTIMATES 
The aim of this section is to prove the following key result. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. There exist constants c and 71 such that the following 
bounds hold under the condition a(o,J/v G A, for all time t > 0 
II UE( .9 r)ll La(R)) < &Jr)-"* K(Og), (4.1) 
II a&( .> t)llu + II met a, t)ll L’(d) < C4%). (4.2) 
Following (3.8) we can write 
WE(.) r)=r., c) * ug+~‘zy., t-s) *ME((UE~V)WE-(WE-V)UE)(*)S)ds 
0 
and (4.3) 
u”( ., t) = I-( -, t) * w; * K 
+So’K*f(+s)*ML(( ~~.V)uP-(~~).V)u~)(.,s)ds. (4.4) 
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Let us state the following intermediate result: 
LEMMA 4.2. Assume that q, is given as in Theorem 2.1 then there exists 
a constant c such that 
II 4 II v + II $I II L’( wq G CN%). (4.5) 
II mE( -9 Nl v 
~c1[(wI)+~h~--s)I- s,2<r<s ‘/* Max II u&t-, ~)llLm~R~~ IIM-, ~111 vds. 
0 . . 
(4.6) 
<m(o,)+ ; [v(t-s)]- s “* Max II UT-, r)llLmcR3) IId., ~)llL~cR~j do. s/*<r4s 
(4.7) 
II UT.9 t)llLyRJ) 
< c( vt) - I’* n(o,) + 1: [v(t - s)] -3’4 Max 
s/*<r<s 
II ue( ., ~)ll&~, II CD&(., z)ll t/* ds. 
(4.8) 
Proof By (2.1) and the definition of convolution of measures we have 
Writing yi= Drj and using the smoothness of D this yields 
I nil G C 1 I aj(OJ(t)l $e(DX-Dfj(t)) (4.9) 
i I 
Next, by (3.14) and since $, is a nonincreasing function of the modulus, 
we get 
$e(Dx - DTji(O) s $E(cO I x - Tji(C)lb (4.10) 
From (4.10) and the definition of vj(r) we obtain 
1 i~(DX-D~j(~))~~ld~~~,ll~(c,(x,-aj,x2-b,~x3-~3))dy3 
I 





I wtl(Dx)l dxl dx2 G cC II c(i( ' III Lm(F,) 
i 
and thus 
Since obviously we also have 
the estimate (4.5) is proved. 
Now we turn to (4.8). Let us set 
J(s, t) = f( -, t -3) * M”((u” .V) cd- (cd .V) d)( .) s). 
Then by virtue of (3.9) and (4.4) we find 
II UE( .? t)ll p( W3) 6 c II r( ., t) * 0; II y: II f( ., t) * w: II :/’ 
+ j; II Jb, ~)ll~&~~ II Jh Oil:‘* ds. (4.12) 
Next following (3.7) we can rewrite J(s, t) in the two alternative forms 
J(s, t) = rotVT( ., t -s) * (ME(uE@ u’))( ., s). (4.13) 
J(s, t) =Vf( .) t-s) * ME(UEc3uOE-uE@UE)( *, 3). (4.14) 
Then starting from (4.13) and using (3.3) and (3.12) we get 
IIJ(s, t)llLmcR3) = II rot Vr( ., t-s) * (M”(u”@u”“))( ., s)llLmcR3) 
~b(“--s))-ls,~~~, ll~E(411Zm(lR~) (4.15) 
. . 
whereas (3.3), (4.14), and (3.10) give 
~~J(S,t)~)y=)~Vf(~,t-~)*ME(UE~WE-WE~uUE)(~,S)~(~ 
<(v(~-s))-~‘~ Max lIuE(., z)II~~~~~~ IIo~(., r)ll v. (4.16) 
s/2 < 7 < s 
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Finally the following bounds are a consequence of (4.5): 
I/q., t)*w~(~~~~c(vt)-1’2.n(o~), 
II rt .P t) * @i II y + II r( .P t) * 0; II L’($) G 4%). 
(4.17) 
Hence combining the above bounds (4.15), (4.16), and (4.17) leads to 
II a -3 t)ll Lrn(W’) < C(N) ~ 1’2 ?r(oo) 
+[; [v(t-s)]-3’4 
x,$ff:, ll~‘(.~ 4113L/craq ll~‘(.~ ~)llt/2 ds. . . 
On the other hand, starting from (4.3) and using (4.16) and (4.17) we 
derive immediately (4.6) and (4.7). 1 
To end the proof of the Proposition 4.1, we now set 
A(t) = y [II a .Y s)ll L.ylWq w’2, II 4 .T s)ll v, II M *3 s)ll L1(W3)). 
Then by (4.6), (4.7), and (4.8) we find 
l(t) d c(rc(o,,) + (~(co,))}“~ (vz)“~ j-i (v-‘~(s))~ (t -s)-“~ s-3/4 ds 
~C{~b) + (v-‘(4w)*}, tE co, r1, 
where we have used the well known estimates 
f 
d(l-~)-~s-~d~=c,,~fl-=-~, a< 1,fi-C 1. 
It is readily seen that if 
0= 1-4c?r(o,) v-l>0 
we obtain 
A(t),<(l -&)/cv-’ or A(t)>(l +&v-l, 
Next we observe that for r = 0 we clearly have 
A(O)<(l-J$/cv-1, 
therefore, since A(t) is a continuous function of t, A(t) remains bounded by 
(1 - &)/cv-‘. Setting R= (4~)~’ we finally obtain (4.1) and (4.2) which 
ends the proof of Proposition 4.1. 
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V. PASSAGE TO THE LIMIT. EXISTENCE OF WEAK SOLUTION 
In this section we shall prove that the estimates given in Proposition 4.1 
provide compactness properties for U’ in L$,,(R3), which in turn allow us to 
pass to the limit in the equation. We state these properties in the following 
proposition. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. There exists a subsequence of uE, still denoted u’. such 
that for any T > 0 
UE + u in L”(0, T; L;,,(R3)). 
We first need some additional stability properties for 
LEMMA 5.2. Let Sz be a bounded domain in R3. Then 
II Ia * I gl II L’(n)~cwll h.‘(R3). 
(5.1) 
the kernel 1 Kl . 
we have 
(5.2) 
I R I((K*g)(x+y)-(K*g)(x))l dx 
G4J)l VI{1 + llogl Yl l>ll g1lf.w. (5.3) 
Proof We shall only give the proof of (5.3) since it involves the most 
technical argument. 
s R I((K*g)(x+~)-(K*g)(x))ldx 
We rewrite A as A, + A2 + A,, where 
and 
Then we have 
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and 
To bound the second integral appearing in the right hand side of (5.4) 
using the change of variables x’ = x + y we then proceed in the same way as 
above. Therefore we get the estimate 
IIA, IIL~(W3) Gc I yl II gllL’(R3). 
We now turn to A2 and A3. To begin with we observe that the following 
bound 
X+Y-8 X-P IYI 
(x+y-j?13-~ ic- Ix-B1 
holds as soon as 2 ) y( 6 Ix-/?I. Hence 
Setting jj = x - /I, it results 
but 
and thus 
I IA2(x)l dx<c I YI Ilog I YI I II d~yR3). 
Finally it is readily seen that 
IA,(x)l~clyl [,,,,,,~ds 
Gc I Yl II gllL’tw3) 
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and therefore 
Combining the estimates of A,, AZ, and A, we obtain the desired result 
(5.3). I 




I U&(X + v) - z/(x)1 dy + 0, as I yJ -+O. 
E 
Hence by a classical compactness argument in Lo,, we first conclude 
that U’ is contained in a compact set of L:,,(R3). 
The following lemma provides us the necessary tool to prove the 
Proposition 5.1. 
LEMMA 5.3. The family t + u,( ., t) is equicontinuous from [0, T] into 
4!s3). 
Proof. Let t, and t, belonging to [0, T]. We can write 
co&( ‘) tJ = f( .) v(t, - t*)) * w”( .) t,) 
+ 12f(.,v(t*-S))*M~((U~.V)~e-((O~.V)u~)(~,S)dS I 11 
and 
=B,+B2 
co&(., tz)-co&(-, tl)=(B,-o”(., t,))+B,. 




= vdf(~,VS)*d(., t,)dY 
0 
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Hence using the well-know Calderon-Zygmund’s theorem 
Il(W~x,) *fIlLP( Ilf llqdp l<p<+co, 
we find 
s 
12 - 0 
II K*@, - a.7 tl))llLP(R3) G v  IIVQ.9 vs) * N.9 ~,hP(R3) ds 
0 
< cv I 
I2 - ” s(2 - 3P)/2P ds (5.5) 
0 
< c(r, - ~,)M-+ (l/2), when 1 <p<2, 
where we have used (3.11) to establish the last inequality. 
For estimating K* B, we use 
11rt.9 t)*f II LP(FP) G4vo” -2p)‘2p (II f II v+ II f IIL’(R3)h l<p<+co 
which results from arguments similar to those for the estimate (3.11). Next 
proceeding as above and using (5.2) we show that for all B compact in lR3 
we have 
11 K * B2 1) rpcnj < c(Q)(t, - t,)(“+ (1’2), l<p<2. (5.6) 
Thus combining (5.5) and (5.6) we obtain 
IIUE(., Q-24., r,)ll,P(~)~C(SZ)(t,-rt,)(1’P)-(1’2), l<p<2. (5.7) 
Hence the family t + ue( ., t) is equicontinuous in Lp,,(R3), for p < 2, and as 
consequence in L:,,(R3). 1 
Therefore the estimate (5.2) and Lemma 5.3 ensure that the family U’ is 
equicontinuous with respect to t with values in L~,,,(lR3). 
Henceforth, Ascoli’s theorem applies: there exists a subsequence u&’ such 
that 
28 + 24 in L”(0, T; L:,,(R3)). 
Thus, we obtain the desired result (5.1) which ends the proof of 
Proposition 5.1. 
Remark 5.4. For the sake of simplicity we have chosen to prove the 
compactness in L:,,(R3). Actually, the arguments given in [3] in order 
to pass to the limit could similarly work here; let us also point out that 
compactness holds in V,,, as well as in L:,, 
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Since U’ is a solution of the Navier-Stokes equations, we can write after 
integrating by parts 
II T { uE rot(acp/&) + M”(u”@ uE) rot Vq - VU’ rot dq}(x, t) dx dr 0 R’ 
= 
f d ., 0) 0: dx, (5.8) R’ 
for any test function cp in C;( [0, T[ x W3). 
We first observe that, by the definition of 06, we have 
I 
4.3 0) 08 dx= - (00, qt.7 0) * tie> -+ (00, cp(-, 0)X (5.9) 
R’ 
where ( ., . ) denotes the pairing between measures and continuous 
functions. 
Passing to the limit in the linear terms involved in (5.8) is 
straightforward and easily gives 
T  
Is 0 J( 24’ rot(+@t) - vuE rot dq] 3 
- [u rot(acp/&) - VU rot dq]}(x, t) dx dt + 0. (5.10) 
Therefore we now focus on the nonlinear term. Let us prove that 
T  
II M”(u”@ 1.8) rot V(p(x, t) dx dt 0 R’ 
4 I oT w3 (u@ u) rot V(p(x, t) dx dt. (5.11) 
First of all, it is a simple matter to check that there exists a constant c 
only depending on cp such that 
[M”(u@u)-(a@~)] rotVq(x, t)dxdt <cc. (5.12) 
Next writing 
u”ui” - uuj = ( ua - 2.4) 24; + (24; - Uj) 24 
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and denoting by 52 the support of cp in R3, we obtain 
M”( (1.8 @ u’) - (u @I u)) rot V~J dx dt 
G 11 q 11 w*.“([O, T(  x U-4 ) 3 II UE - u II Lye, T;f.‘(R)) II UE + u II L’(0, T ;  Lyn)). (5.13) 
Then using (4.1) we deduce that U’ + u is bounded in L’(0, T; L”(B))). In 
addition, uE- u goes to zero in L”(0, T; L’(Q)). Hence (5.12) and (5.13) 
give (5.11). Thus combining (5.9), (5.10), and (5.11) we deduce that u is a 
weak solution of problem (l.l)-( 1.5) with initial data (2.2). 
VI. UNIQUENESS 
Let us begin by stating the following intermediate result. 
LEMMA 6.1. If the following estimate is verified 
II 4.5 t)ll L=yR’) < c(vt) - l’* IL(oo), (6.1) 
then we have 
IIN., t)llvGcN~o), (6.2) 
II lJ4 * Ial II Lrn(R3) < c(vt)-“2 7c(oo). (6.3) 
Proof Under the hypothesis (6.1) starting from (4.4) and the 
arguments which follow in Lemma 4.2, we easily deduce (6.2). To obtain 
(6.3) we operate similarly as above and use in addition the estimate 
(6.2). I 
We now turn to show the uniqueness result. 
Assume that there exist two solutions o1 and CD* of (1.1~(1.5) which 
satisfy (6.1). We set 
e(., t)=(o’-co*)(., t). 
The following system is satisfied by e. 
aelat - vde 
=(&.V)(K*e)+(e.V)(K * co*)- ((K* e).V) c?- ((K* o’).Ve) 
= i$o Jib, t). (6.4) 
e(., 0)=0 
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Using the expression (3.8) for the solution of the heat equation, we 
obtain 
e(.,t)= i J’lJ.,t-s)*Ji(-,S)dS. 
i=fJ O 
From easy calculations we find 
Similarly, observing that 
Il(~*44l ~,~3)< Il(lW * lol)lel IILW 
and using (6.3) yields 









< cn(o,) v-‘(t-~S)-~/~s-‘/~ IIe(., s)(JL~cw3jds. 
0 
Due to the symmetry between .I,, J2 and J3, J,, similar estimates hold 
for J, and J2. Thus we obtain 
II 4 .s t)ll Ll(@)<c71(wo) v-l s 
d (t--s)-1/2s-‘/2 )Ie(.,s)llLqR3)ds. 
Setting 
C, = sup II 4 e5 s)ll m3), 
OCSdI 
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we get 
Then for rr -C l/c we have [, < [,. This shows that the solution of problem 
( 1.1 )-( 1.5) is unique in the class of functions determined in Theorem 2.1. 
To finish with let us briefly mention that the techniques developed here 
obviously allow one to deal with the less singular problem of the vortex 
sheet: for small initial data there exists a unique weak solution of the 
Navier-Stokes equations which is smooth for positive times with velocity 
decaying like l/t. 1/2 Moreover, it is also possible to prove with the same 
argument that for a vortex sheet that is of any size and which induces a 
bounded initial velocity, there exists a local in time solution of the Navier- 
Stokes equations with a bounded velocity. 
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